BANGOR UNIVERSITY LOCATION MAP

GETTING TO THE SCHOOL OF OCEAN SCIENCES
From Bangor city centre: Continue along Highroad Road (shown on map overleaf) and take the right turn at the roundabout signposted Bangor. Cross the Menai Bridge and take the second exit at the roundabout signposted Menai Bridge. Continue along this road and take the right turning immediately after the bulkley arms pub into the public car park. Please use the map on the right and the key overleaf to locate the particular building you wish to visit.

GETTING TO THE NORMAL SITE
From Bangor city centre: Continue along Highroad Road and follow the one-way system onto Menai Road (shown on map overleaf). Continue along Highroad Road (A5) for around 1.5 miles and after passing through the roundabout turn right (using the filter lane) into the Normal Site. Please use the map on the right and the key overleaf to locate the particular building you wish to visit.

GETTING TO THE WREXHAM CAMPUS
Some School of Health and Social Care, including Radiography and The North Wales Centre for Primary Care Research are at the Wrexham campus.

From the A487 (at the A487/A55 roundabout), take the 2nd exit off the roundabout signposted Holyhead, Betws-y-Coed and Conwy. Follow the A487 up the hill and at the next roundabout take the 2nd exit signposted Bangor. At the next roundabout take the 1st exit signposted Menai Bridge. Cross the Menai Bridge and take the second exit at the roundabout signposted Bangor. Please use the map on the right and the key overleaf to locate the particular building you wish to visit.
FROM A470/A477 roundabout, take the 2nd exit off the roundabout sign-posted Holyhead, Betnon-y-Coed and Conwy. Follow the A470 up the hill and at the next roundabout take the 3rd exit sign-posted Holyhead and Conwy. Keep in the left lane and at the next roundabout take the 2nd exit sign-posted Bangor. At the next roundabout take the 1st exit sign-posted Menai Bridge. Cross the Menai Strait on the suspension bridge and turn the second exit at the roundabout sign-posted Town-centre. Continue along the road passing the Victoria Hotel on your right. Continue along this road and turn the right turning immediately after the Victoria Arms pub into the public car park. The School of Ocean Sciences can be reached by walking past the car park exit situated at the far end and turning right onto A3000 Street (shown on the map on the right). Please use the map on the right and the key overleaf to locate the particular building you wish to visit.
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FROM Bangor city centre: Continue on A56 across the Holyhead Road (shown on main map overleaf). Continue along Holyhead Road (A5) for around 1.5 miles and after passing the Bulkley Arms pub into the public car park. The School of Ocean Sciences can be reached by walking out of the car park exit situated at the far end and turning right onto A3000 Street (shown on the map on the right). Please use the map on the right and the key overleaf to locate the particular building you wish to visit.

GETTING TO THE NORMAL SITE

FROM Bangor city centre: Continue along the A56 across the Holyhead Road (shown on main map overleaf). Continue along Holyhead Road (A5) for around 1.5 miles and after passing the Bulkley Arms pub into the public car park. The School of Ocean Sciences can be reached by walking from the car park exit situated at the far end and turning right onto A3000 Street (shown on the map on the right). Please use the map on the right and the key overleaf to locate the particular building you wish to visit.

GETTING TO THE WREXHAM CAMPUS

STUDENT HALLS

From the A55 at Junction 11, sign-posted Bangor and Prifysgol/University. At the next roundabout take the 2nd exit sign-posted Bangor. At the next roundabout take the 1st exit sign-posted Menai Bridge. Cross the Menai Strait on the suspension bridge and take the second exit at the roundabout sign-posted Town-centre. Continue along the road passing the Victoria Hotel on your right. Continue along this road and turn the right turning immediately after the Victoria Arms pub into the public car park. The School of Ocean Sciences can be reached by walking past the car park exit situated at the far end and turning right onto A3000 Street (shown on the map on the right). Please use the map on the right and the key overleaf to locate the particular building you wish to visit.
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